Read It and Get Angry
By Anna Von Reitz

After the Second World War the victorious Allies declared everyone "dead, missing,
whereabouts unknown" and the entire world was redefined as an occupied battlefield.
This then allowed them to "salvage" the estates of the "dead, missing, whereabouts
unknown" of all the people, whether they were ever in an active war zone or not. They
pulled it off in this country because they had never declared an end to the Civil War, so
they just extended that to try to cover their butts for their nasty and unjustifiable acts
and presumptions.
It wasn't just Britain doing this. All the other "Allies" did it, too, with the possible
exception of Russia.
So, you've just been born, are a baby in a cradle, and you've been deliberately
misidentified as a person of unknown origin, an abandoned illegitimate child, so the
British Territorial "Forces" that have been illegally occupying our country since the end
of the Civil War claims that you are one of theirs ---- a "ward of the State" and a
subject of their Queen.
This isn't true, but they presume it is, and until you object and say otherwise, your
name is marked down as that of a British Territorial U.S. Citizen, as if you had been
born in Puerto Rico.
Of course, they never tell you a word about this.
Next, under the provisions of the Buck Act and the Miller Act which make outrageous
claims to own you and to own the benefit of your labor, they sell the British Territorial
U.S. Citizen they created out of thin air and which they named after you, to the Pope.
The Pope takes over as the manager of your estate and resources and makes up
another entirely fictional PERSON named after you, the infamous "Strawman". The
Strawman in their original scheme was a Cestui Que Vie Trust named after you, a

legal fiction representing your earthly estate, managed by the Pope and his henchmen
for the benefit of the Pope and his British colluders.
To guarantee that your estate isn't harmed, the Pope pays the Queen a bond in gold
equal to your birth weight, and the Queen gives the Pope a Title to you and your
assets known as a clearinghouse certificate, aka, Birth Certificate, allowing him to do
all this in exchange for a share of the take.
As the Party having the actual benefit and control of your estate through his
MAGISTRATE COURTS, the Pope collects taxes based on your labor (peonage and
enslavement) and taxes on your estate (home, lands, businesses) and takes on your
consumption (gas tax, electric and other utility taxes, alcohol taxes, tobacco taxes,
sales taxes) and so on and on.
After the Pope's men collect all this and the Pope gets his cut, the Queen is paid her
share as an annuity owed for the use of her insured property, and you get to pay all
this under force because why? Because you have been misidentified as a British
Territorial U.S. Citizen almost from birth.
And because these Vermin have been allowed to pretend that they have some right to
occupy our country, and keep everyone in a state of "perpetual war" ----when they
don't have any such right at all.
They have been "occupying" America and allowing their American Raj to run wild here
since 1865, and they have been occupying the other countries of Europe using this
insurance scam for over 75 years.
Are we the only ones who think the Brits and the Popes need to get a bloody nose and
be told to take a hike?
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